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Sample SoA in CP 284

The following is in four sections
1. Response in the format of the example SoA in CP 284 + points specifically about nominated items
2. Comments in relation to the advice being shown in the example
3. A recommended structure
4. An alternative (compromise) structure for the SoA in the style put forward by ASIC
We would be most willing to be involved on a workgroup to address content and size of the SoA.
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2. Comments re Advice in the ExampleProvided in CP284
Page 1- Commission disclosure
ASIC seems to be intending (on behalf of the government) to eliminate commissions on life risk products as soon as possible, expecting Fee for Service
to be utilised, a direct initial charge to the client instead of an indirect charge to the insurer over the lifetime of a contract.
The underlying assumption seems to be that mum and dad and small business clients will be happy to pay fees around $3,000-$4,000 for scaled risk
advice and implementation of the product recommendations.
No service provider would present a proposal to a client with the front page solely occupied by the detail of the upfront fees to be paid as it is
illogical.
.
Generally, no risk advisor has a problem with the disclosure of commission, if it’s in a timely and appropriate disclosure.
Experienced risk advisers will bring the matter of remuneration up very soon into the first appointment with the fact gathering exercises, because they
don’t wish to run the risk of having the advice rejected at implementation stage by the client being distracted by what may appear initially as an
unreasonable amount of remuneration. (Clients must be constantly reminded of the costs of running an advisory business and are usually amazed
when advisers give them a reasonably detailed list of costs.)
If page 1 of the SOA is to contain details of the commission (as illustrated) which may be payable if the product sale is completed, then the life insurance
advice industry will fold with the result being thousands out of work and millions with inadequate insurance cover resulting on an additional burden on
government benefits.
There is no obvious logic to this requirement. We don’t know why ASIC office think that disclosure of the first and second year commission on page 1 of
the SOA,
No experienced life risk advisor would run the chance of the client, who had previously agreed to proceed on the principle that commissions would be
paid by the product manufacturer to the adviser after the policies were in force, changing their mind when they saw the dollar value of the
commission in the table in the SOA. Advisers just don’t do that - it’s too risky. Advisers will always bring the commission to the attention of the
prospective client
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One easy solution to this expression of unwarranted concern about non-disclosure of commission by advisers is that Advisers could be required to
have the client initial and date the commission disclosure table in the file copy of the SOA, at the point of signing the “Authority to Proceed” at the
rear of the SOA.
Page 2 “Attachments”
The table of contents (index) should be on a page by itself so they can be easily read at a glance, not crowded out.
It is incorrect to state “each PDS is about a specific financial product”. None of the 12 primary retail insurers have PDS’s which are limited to just one
type of insurance: PDSs contain information on all the offerings of that insurer across the lines of term life insurance, TPD cover, trauma cover and
income protection meaning clients are receiving information that is irrelevant to them.
Most PDSs are over 40 pages of very obtuse legalistic language, and they may be confusing to even the most knowledgably consumer, particularly if the
Policy document is also included.
For example, most PDSs contain information on the “professional level” income protection on offer by that insurer, as well as the “tradesman special“
with a similar name.
Advisers provide the PDS to clients because not only is it a legal requirement, the PDS contains details of the product the adviser is recommending and
also the application form and the adviser’s “sign off” on the interim cover which exists the moment the client signs the application and provides an
instrument for the future payment of the premiums
SOAs contain an Authority to Proceed, and each one of those authorities contain references to PDSs associated with the particular risk products
recommended
Page 3 – Personal Details
Why does the fact find have to be repeated on page 4 of an SOA when the client has signed that the fact find is accurate?
To insist on the Fact Find being repeated in the SOA merely to assuage auditors does nothing for client communication. However, that does not stop
the adviser from referencing in the SOA a particular “fact“ in the fact finder to justify particular advice.
If ASIC is going to insist on the fact finder being repeated on page 4 of the SOA, then it’s probably better that the facts be complete and accurate. For
example, it is assumed based on the information provided in the ASIC sample that Brad works in private enterprise. Unless Brad is working for an overseas
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based IT company operating in Australia (earning more than the $85,000 per year shown) no Australian private business will offer a facility to accumulative
sick leave beyond the statutory 2 weeks. The amount of sick leave that Brad holds allows him in theory to run a 90-day waiting period on his income
protection, which is in fact 120 day waiting period when you allow for the extra month for the first payment of benefit.
Recommending 90 day waiting periods for income protection based on, if not actually matching, accumulated sick leave over one month, is a highrisk strategy. As noted above Brad may have eliminated his 90-day sick leave credits by a series of short sicknesses before he is forced off work.
But there is one other danger: if Brad has a period of Total Disability of some two years and is such a valuable person that when his disability ends his
employer wants him to return to his old job. At this point Brad has a dilemma, brought on by poor strategic advice. His sick leave credits are no longer in
existence and if the same disability re-occurs, or another disability occurs, Brad will be without pay for 120 days. What is required here is a question of
balance and a serious discussion with Brad, highlighting the financial stress that will be involved in normal situations, but also because his wife works
part-time for a very low wage, and may even not work for that wages if she must care for him at home because of his disability.
Two other issues stand out of this page of incomplete personal details.
• What is the basis for the family history statement of Brad?
• The assets and liabilities table lists “Oz industry” as being Zara’s superannuation fund. It is critically important to note whether the insurance cover
is default cover, the age it starts to spiral down to zero cover, and does that conflict with identified need. Alternatively, the cover may have been
purchased after underwriting from the fund on either a fixed cover basis, or is the benefit subject to CPI.
All of that information is of huge relevance.
This information in greater detail should be in the factfinder and not straddling page 4 of an SOA.
Page 5
This information should be in the factfinder on file, not in the SOA. After all, the client has verified the factfinder.
If ASIC is going to insist that this information should be in the front of the SOA, then it must be qualified. There is no detail on whether the superannuation
cover is default or purchased from the fund with underwriting, a very important difference; there is no statement that there is no income protection
included in the insurance offering of the relevant super funds; more importantly the statement that Brad has $200,000 TPD in super is misleading, because
it takes no account of the lump sum TPD tax which is applicable, depending on age and various variables, at a rate of around 20%. Brad in reality holds
$160,000 of Any occupation TPD cover.
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There should be a warning in the SOA regarding the default insurance held in a public offer superannuation fund where such cover is to be relied on; that
the default cover will reduce from around age 35 to approximately zero at age 65, and if, at a certain age, the client is anticipating an increased need,
and that the level of cover would have to be obtained elsewhere (subject to good health) if the reducing fund cover is retained and losing its value. It is
not uncommon for couples to downsize and increase their debt when children leave home
Page 6
ASIC warn about the use of insurance jargon in advice documents. Yet the client uses the phrase “comprehensive personal insurance cover”. What
exactly does that mean in the context of this client?
This advice has a consistent, main flaw: the level of trauma cover and/or own occupation TPD cover is alarmingly low. Consideration should have been
given, in the circumstances of the family supporting two teenage/young adults in education on one and a half salaries, to purchasing a trauma policy
designed to take out at least half of the family mortgage, and, if necessary, reducing the amount calculated for uninsurable medical expenses.
There should have been some annotated discussion as to the merits or otherwise of protecting that mortgage to a greater degree, if something happens
to Zara, given her low-wage. There may be an affordability issue and perhaps the future plans to eliminate the mortgage earlier, or put more into super,
may have to be balanced out with the need to protect that mortgage if serious illness strikes.
The phrase “you would prefer any personal insurance premiums to be funded using your superannuation benefits” is jargonistic and should be
accompanied by a warning about the rapidly decreasing life and TPD premiums in sum insured (or coverage) in public offer funds, if that is the case.
Page 7
If there is a simple one sentence reference to the collection of facts available in the document signed by the client called the “Fact Finder” this is where
the SOA should start.
The discussions on what Brad wants his TPD to do should contain reference to the high cost of home modifications when one of the persons living in the
home is disabled to some extent. Usually this will involve modifications of bathrooms, kitchens and entry and access to the front and back doors. $100,000
could disappear very quickly just on modifications. Without provision for reasonable home modifications, the maintenance of “current lifestyle” could be
difficult.
As mentioned above, the trauma recommendations in this SOA are substandard. First priority should be to paying off either all or a significant
proportion of the mortgage, and this may require renegotiation with the bank to reduce monthly commitments. The recommendation in this SOA is
for a sum of $50,000 to be made available to cover two years of mortgage payments, which intrinsically presumes that the family has the discipline to
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retain that sum of money in an untouchable account with a drawdown every month, in an environment where some or all income may have ceased, as
in the case of Zara.
Trauma claims are a time of high stress, and most clients, if properly advised, will understand the need to relieve the main non-medical stress in their
lives (their mortgage) when a serious illness or injury strikes. Solutions should be discussed and noted, and compromises may have to be made - that’s the
nature of our advice business, but properly informed clients would prefer to find the money for the additional expense if it gives them options at the
time of such a serious issue.
Page 8
There is a philosophical debate illustrated on this page. Investment advisers advising on risk favour the utilisation of the surviving partner’s super
accumulation to calculate the amount of insurance cover required on death.
Many risk advisers would argue that in most cases that, the lower earning partner has very little superannuation accumulation, and that accordingly the
husband’s accumulation, (unless it is a significant amount of more than (say) $500,000) should be credited to the wife’s superannuation accumulation,
or accessed by her to commence a pension if appropriate.
The cheapest form of insurance in any financial plan is life insurance, and in most cases accessing the availability of her husband’s superannuation
fund balance for the sake of a few pennies to be spent on insurance is not good practice. Zara will need all the help she can get to build up her
accumulation in the remaining years of her working life, in order to have a reasonable standard of retirement, in the absence of her husband.
This advice recommends the utilisation, if Brad has a serious illness or injury and is totally and permanently disabled, of the TPD pay out contained in his
superannuation. There is no particular mention that superannuation benefit, if contained in a “split policy “, is first tested on the SIS Any Occupation test,
which means a requirement to prove serious and significant severity in the total & permanent disablement. It’s not clear in this advice whether
consideration should have been given to the use of Own Occupation TPD (it’s outside super but it’s much more appropriate) to cancel out the mortgage
on certification of TPD, whether or not in a “split contract “.
Page 9
This is a continuation of page 8 in that it sets out the insurance recommendations for Brad. As mentioned, this and earlier references to Brad’s income
protection should contain reference to the dangers of matching sick leave with a waiting period when the accumulation of sick leave is more than 30
days. There also should be mentioned that income protection benefits are assessable for taxation.
There is also a more appropriate method to be used in the calculation of his monthly benefit. Brad salary is $85,000 per annum and his employer
contributes 9.5% of $85,000 to super i.e. his total remuneration package is $93,075. Basing the benefit on the total remuneration gives a monthly benefit
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of $5, 817. Calculating it in this manner allows Brad and Sara to decide whether they can afford to contribute towards Brad’s superannuation, or retain
that money, even on a monthly basis, to meet medical expenses and ongoing lifestyle costs. It adds some flexibility to a situation where savings will be
exhausted after disability strikes and no one has the capacity to save money after a few months of being in receipt of benefits
Page 10
There is no particular mention as to how long the income stream of $30,000 per year is to last.
Any calculation of a replacement income need after the death of a spouse should never, rely upon a contribution to household expenses from teenagers
engaging in secondary education. That is indeed a rarity.
The TPD calculation involving replacement of income should also address providing some funds for care costs, after discussion with the client.
Page 13
The intention in the product overview for Brad. Is the TPD cover recommended being sourced from super (any occupation TPD) or nonsuper, Own Occupation TPD. Is unclear.
Then there is a reference to the TPD definition and the use of the word “unlikely” as though it were to be preferred. I assume that the writer of this SOA
believes that an Any Occupation TPD definition which uses the word “unlikely” (in preference to the words ”unable”) is preferable and indicates the
availability of some greater level of generosity in the decision-making process of the TPD claim.
In April 2016 TAL & Metlife v Shuetrim resulted in the NSW Appeal Court determining that in the circumstances of an insurer deciding whether to pay
an Any Occupation TPD super claim, the words “unlikely” and “unable” held the same meaning.
In the TPD recommendations for Zara there is no mention whatsoever of the rapid drop-off of default cover death and TPD cover in most not-for-profit
super funds. If an industry fund is to be recommended to hold death and TPD cover then surely the client must be warned of the staging of the cover
reductions that start at around age 35, rapidly escalating to age 60.
Page 15
Most not for profit super funds have now instituted fees specifically for the processing of rollovers for insurance purchased outside of that particular
superfund, as well as limiting the rollovers to one per year. Those fees and the actual premium also involve buy-sell charges. Secondly the so-called
“enduring rollover” is not always available and certainly not always able to be set up on automatic basis.
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Page 16
There are several errors of definitions in this document.
In the section headed Risks of my Advice there is a reference in bullet point 3 to a TPD policy which “leaves you unable to work in your own occupation”.
If this statement is not clarified by the insertion of the words “leaves you totally and permanently unable to work in your own occupation quote” then it
is effectively a description of income protection, not lump sum total and permanent disablement cover. It is extremely important that the clients
understand that TPD of any definitional structure must be total and permanent before a claim is considered, and should not be confused with Total
Disability in an income protection contract, otherwise the client is being misled by the advice.
There is no reference in this SOA to the qualifying period of either 3 or 6 months before a TPD claim of any type can be lodged. In some circumstances
such a delay could cause considerable financial stress, even before a claim has been assessed.
In Fourth bullet point the descriptions of life insurance products require precise language, as they may be relied on by the client. One would have expected
more precision if this SOA was authored and approved in its final form by specialist risk advisers.
Page 18
In recommending $1,110,000 death cover for Brad, the SOA notes that the quotes “amount of life cover (if invested) will generate enough to replace
50% of what you currently earn”.
The first issue that should be addressed is whether we are we discussing gross income or net income after tax.
The next issue that should be addressed is the actual percentage of income being sought. For some years it has been a convention amongst risk advisers
that 75% of net income was a fair and accurate representation of what was needed to replace the income of the primary income earner in a family.
Setting that income figure at 50% of (? income) Is below normal practice.
It is also essential to establish and reiterate how long the income is to be generated for.
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Page 19
The first section headed “why it is appropriate” contains seven bullet points.
There are previously noted omissions in point 3 where the words “total and permanent“ are missing.
Point 4 is in error no TPD judgement in super occurs without the supporting opinions of two medical specialists, not “a doctor”.
The fifth point regarding terminal illness omits the period for which terminal illness is required to have been certified by two appropriate medical
specialists.
The sixth point makes a claim as to “superior definitions provided by MNO” without any justification on what is, by necessity, a hard to prove claim,
particularly when a claim fails. This point requires clarification and that’s what a risk Specialist would do.
The next section on trauma is confusing when read in relation to other comments elsewhere in the SOA. The interpretation originally was that the two
years’ payments were to provide a ”payment holiday”. This section now talks about “a lump sum mortgage reduction equivalent to 2 years’
payments”. That strategy would have impact on the levels of monthly repayments unless the loan was re-negotiated, always a process with issues.
The third section on this page talks about “partial payments for certain conditions” and qualifies that statement by saying “other providers of trauma
cover will not”. With perhaps one exception, all the quality retail trauma policies offer a form of partial payment for certain conditions. Usually that
provision is an extra cost, but in some cases it is contained in the regular premium. This statement requires clarification and accuracy.
On page 19 the section regarding MNO insurance once again lacks precision in the second point, by failing to qualify the layman’s description with the
word “permanently”. The importance of using a full description and including the words “total and permanent” cannot be over emphasised, because
without those two words no claim for TPD will ever be paid. As it stands the clause is misleading the client.
Page 20
Point 5 should have contained a reference to a Binding Death Nomination and its proven advantages over a standard nomination.
Page 21
This SOA recommends that Zara retain her cover in the Oz industry superannuation fund and goes on to say that “its terms and definitions compared
well to other products available and the cost of cover also compared well”.
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Industry superannuation funds have their insurance terms and conditions set to a minimum level by the SIS Act. In recent times most industry funds,
faced with a rapidly increasing level of TPD claims, have attempted to restrict the pace of those claims by adding “severity” to their TPD definitions. It is
now common, to find a requirement for “rehabilitation” has been inserted into what is a relatively standard TPD definition in industry funds.
In addition, some industry funds have given themselves an entitlement to spread out the payments of a TPD sum, and therefore not pay it in a one lump
sum of a size suitable for paying out a substantial capital debt such as mortgage. The member client would normally be expecting a lump sum, minus the
lump sum tax.
It’s prudent that when recommending that a client either joins an industry fund for insurance cover, or the adviser recommends they stay with that
particular industry fund for their insurance cover (and investments), that a warning must be given to the client that there is a potential for the trustee of
any industry fund to seek to contain TPD claims even further and tighten up TPD definitions, as well is spread the payments over a term. This situation
applies to either default cover or purchased (underwritten) death and TPD cover.
There is no provision in retail insurance which is non-cancellable and guaranteed renewable whereby an insurance definition in a contract can be changed,
positively or negatively, without the express approval of the policyholder. Because the policy owner, in the case of industry funds, is the Trustee, it is
expected that Trustees may continue to demonstrate a capacity to change the insurance rules without member consultation, prior to the event.
Page 23
There is a deficiency in the section headed “what my advice does not cover”, with the adviser having excused himself from including any discussion
on child insurance when advising a family with 2 children.
Child death cover and trauma insurance can be attached to any non-super adult life insurance, TPD or trauma cover. It is relatively inexpensive. Its
purpose is to provide funds for a family who has a child or a teenage child struck down with a serious illness such as cancer. Paediatric and youth cancers,
and some forms of neurological disorders, can only treated in the major capital cities.
It is common for parents of a child struck down with a serious illness, requiring many trips to a capital city for investigation and treatment, for one or
both parents to seek to take some time off work and provide support to each other and to the afflicted child. Some people have generous employers but
the generosity only extends to a certain extent. Sooner or later there will be a serious financial impact on that family and it behoves any risk advisor to
have at least asked the question of the clients and make appropriate notes on the files and in the SOA.
There is no evidence that that happened in this case.
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3. Recommended Structure

The following is recommended structure, allowing for:
• Mandatory, legislative requirements
• Providing all information in one place - necessary for the client to make an informed decision without having to go and look for other
documents.
1. Cover page
a. Called an SoA
b. Indication of the Subject Matter, e.g. Advice in relation to Risk Insurance for [Client]
c. Provider
d. Contact details of Author
e. AFSL Licensee
f. What this document is about
g. Why it should be Read
h. Expiry
2. Table of Contents
3. Scope of My Advice
• What my advice covers
• What my Advice doesn’t cover
• Not based on Incomplete Information
• My Advice is Limited
• Tax Advice
• Expiry of Advice 30 days
4. Details of the Client
5. What you want –
a. Prioritised Needs of the Client,
b. Features and Benefits required of a solution
6. Strategic Recommendations, including
* Take out these types of cover and these levels of cover
* Have 12 monthly reviews ongoing Service
* Cover should be in/out of Super
• Inside and outside Super
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7.

8.

9.
10.

11.
12.
13.
14.

• Cover should be owned by ….
Use of Insurances
• $10,000 for a funeral,
• $200,000 towards paying off the mortgage
• $50,000 for the education of children
• Provides a source of income of $x per month,
Product Recommendations
a. Specific: Insure Death via say AIA, TPD via MLC, etc.
b. How Products were Selected, including what product solutions were considered
i.
Generic
ii.
Specific
iii.
Level Vs Stepped
What was Considered
a. Maintaining Current and Adding to it
b. What Products might have Suited
Consequences of my Advice
a. ‘Self-insuring’
b. Maintaining current cover and adding to it
c. Company a Vs companies b, c, d, e, etc.
i.
Premiums across the ‘lifetime’ of the contract
ii.
Features and Benefits against those the client/s need
d. Full details of this solution/s
i.
In or out of Super
ii.
F and B ratings see Appendix
iii.
Premiums over the ‘lifetime’
iv.
Why the advice is appropriate
v.
Consequences of Replacement
vi.
Benefits lost
vii.
Benefits gained
Additional Consequences
Risks
Advantages and Benefits
Why my Advice is Appropriate
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15. What else you need to know
a. What my Advice covers
b. What my Advice doesn’t cover
c. My Advice is Limited
d. Fees
e. Commissions
f. Continuing Review Service
g. Cooling Off Period
h. Your Privacy
16. Adviser Declaration
a. No product Associations of
• Adviser
• AFSL
b. No other Benefits
c. Fees and Commissions have no bearing on Advice
17. Steps to implement Recommendations
18. Authority to Proceed (Client Sign off)
a. Affordability
b. Variations
c. Accept Advice Authority to Proceed
d. etc.
19. Appendices
This area should generally hold the detailed factual information that supports the recommendations, i.e.
• F and B comparisons
• Lifetime Premium Comparison Existing Vs Proposed
• Quotes
• PDSs
• Reiteration of the Fact Find data data upon which the SoA is based.
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To enhance comprehension and readability:
• Objective information should be in table based bullet form not full sentences
• There should only be one place where Advice is provided
• General/strategic recommendations should be made well before any Product recommendation, e.g.
o What types of covered is needed
o How much cover is appropriate
o How a Will and nomination of Beneficiaries should be put in place
• References to cover on the Client and Partner must be correct
o Death cover on the Client is not for the benefit of the Client, it is for the benefit of the owners of the policy
• Information should be presented in a logical fashion each component at the right time
• The Index should be on a page on its own.
• Each section should start on a new page
• The font should be no more than 11pt
• The use of Bold and Italics should be minimised only used to emphasise small important segments of the text
• There should always be as much ‘white space’ as possible on a page.
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4. Alternative Sample

The following shows an alternative structure, a compromise as to what legislators would like Vs what advisers would prefer and what clients really need
to make an informed decision.
Please note that the text would not necessarily be as defined. That would be the subject of a further analysis.
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Limited Scope Statement of Advice
relative to Personal and Family Risk

Prepared by Sally Chong

Prepared by
Phone:
Email:
Address:

Sally Chomg
(03) 9280 3200
schong@planforit.com.au
12 Monet Street Melbourne VIC 3000

For Brad and Zara Black
31 March 2017

Authorised representative no. 45678 of
Planforit Pty Ltd www.planforit.com.au
Australian financial services licence no. 456789
ABN:
12 345 678 901

What this Document is About
It is called a Statement of Advice (SOA), which I am required to provide to you under the Corporations Act
2001.
Why this document should be Read:
This Statement of Advice (“SoA”) contains information to help you make a confident and informed decision
regarding the advice we have given in relation to your Personal Risk insurance. If you don’t feel confident in
making that decision or believe you don’t have enough information then you should not proceed. Instead,
contact me and I will assist where I can.
Note:
I am required by law to act in your best interests when providing you with financial advice.
Expiry
The information contained in this document expires 30 days from the date it was prepared.
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TABLE OF CONTENTS
Page
1.
2.
3.

Scope of my Advice
Your Details
What you Want

4.
5.
6.
7.

Strategic Recommendations
Use of Insurances
Product Recommendations
What was Considered

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Consequences of my Advice
Additional Consequences
Risks
Advantages and Benefits
Why my Advice is Appropriate

13.
14.
15.

What else you need to know
Adviser Declaration
Steps to Implement Recommendation
Authority to Proceed
Appendix 1 Features and Benefits Comparison
Appendix 2 Lifetime Premiums Comparison
Appendix 3 Quotes
Appendix 4 Product Disclosure Statements
Appendix 5 Facts Upon Which this SoA is Based
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1. SCOPE OF MY ADVICE
What my advice covers
As agreed, I am providing a full review of your personal insurance needs to ensure your family has adequate
financial support in the event of death, disability or illness. Specifically, my advice aims to:
•

ensure you are fully protected in the event of premature death, disablement, serious illness or
injury as detailed in the ‘What you want’ section above

•

recommend appropriate types of insurance

•

recommend how to pay for the insurance premiums

•

recommend superannuation contribution strategies to offset the effect of insurance premiums
on your retirement benefits

•

inform you of the impact of these arrangements on your cash flow and your superannuation
benefits

•

recommend that you make appropriate death benefit nominations so your superannuation
assets and insurance cover are passed on in accordance with your wishes and needs.

What my advice does not cover
My advice is limited to the above, and does not cover:
•

any other aspect of your financial affairs (including child insurance)

•

the suitability of your existing superannuation arrangements

•

whether you will have enough superannuation for your retirement

•

I can give advice about these if you want it, for an additional cost

Ø I am not a tax adviser and can only give you limited advice about tax.

My advice is limited
I am able to recommend products from the Planforit approved product list (APL) and products that are not
on the APL. If I recommend a product that is not on the Planforit APL, I must seek approval from Planforit.
•

The Planforit APL is put together by a Planforit research team and is regularly reviewed. Ask me
for a copy of the list, if you are interested.

•

When I prepared your advice, I looked only at products on that list and at your existing products.

•

I did not look at other products available on the market.

•

My advice expires on 30 April 2017.

•

You should not rely on my advice after that time, if you haven’t acted on it by then.

Not based on Incomplete Information
The advice is based on the information you provided in discussions and in the Client Questionnaire.
Appropriate advice can only be based on complete information and by providing limited information or
choosing to utilise products other than those recommended, you risk making a commitment to products
that may be inappropriate to your needs

My Advice is
First Mutual maintains an approved product list (APL). This means when preparing this SoA I may only
recommend products on the APL. The APL is approved by First Mutual’s compliance and investment
committee and sources most of its research from external research firms.

Tax Advice
I am not a registered tax (financial) adviser under the current Australian law; and If you intend to rely on the
advice to satisfy liabilities or obligations or claim entitlements that arise, or could arise, under a taxation
law, you should request advice from a registered tax agent or a registered tax (financial) adviser.”
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4. STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS
Your Priority
I recommend that Brad
1. Have Life Cover of $1,500,000 so that there is
o $10,000 towards a funeral
o $190,000 for the education of [Dependent 1]
o $500,000 to pay off the mortgage
o $800,000 to assist Zara to replace Brad’d income
(generating $32,000 if it was able to be invested at 4%
2. Have TPD cover of $500,000 to pay off the Mortgage
3. Replace his life and total and permanent disability (TPD)
insurance, so as to reduce the level of premiums
4. Retain his income protection insurance and take out trauma
insurance
5. Take out the Life and TPD with [Product Provider A]
6. Have the Life Cover and TPD owned as Joint Tenants outside
Super
7. Have the Income Protection owned by his Superannuation fund
I recommend that Zara
8. increase the amount of cover under her life and TPD insurance
to $500,000, and
9. take out trauma insurance.
I also recommend that
10. You ensure that you each have enduring Nomination of
Beneficiary for your super funds, as this impacts payment of
benefits under Superannuation
11. You have (at least) an Annual Review of your situation.
12. I recommend that you nominate each other as beneficiaries on
your respective superannuation accounts and life insurance
policies.

Recommended
Priority
1

2
3
1
1
1
1

1
2

1

1
1

The tables later provide a summary of the products I recommend on Brad and Zara.
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8. WHAT WAS CONSIDERED?
Maintaing Current and Obtaining Top Up
An anslysis was done to see how your current policies/cover could be ‘topped up’
It was determined that this would not be appropriate as you indicated:
•
•
•

You wanted to reduce premiums
You wanted Insurance inside Super
[Other]

What Products might have Suited
A range of Products was considered, and then a short list was examined. Products on the short list were:
•
•
•

A
B
C

The products finally recommended were selected because of:
•
•
•

Features and Benefits that best met your needs
Premiums
[Other]
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13. WHY MY ADVICE APPROPRIATE AND IN YOUR BEST INTERESTS
Brad and Zara, I have recommended that you obtain higher levels of life and TPD cover and that you obtain
trauma cover. Ensuring that you have the right types and levels of insurance is important for you both
because of the roles you play in the family. Brad, your family relies on your income to meet the majority of
expenses. Zara, you have significant carer responsibilities.
The amounts I have recommended take into account your income, your cover under your existing
superannuation, your current assets including savings, investments, and superannuation balances, and the
cost of hiring help to replace the work carried out by Zara.
My advice will leave you in a better position because in the event of death, accident or illness your family
will have adequate protection that you can afford. Your insurance will be funded through a combination of
your surplus cash flow and superannuation, not only to ensure that you meet your goal of reducing your
mortgage, but also to account for the impact of premiums on your superannuation balances. As a result of
my advice, Zara’s superannuation balance will also benefit from a Government co-contribution.
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15. ADVISER DECLARATION
Declaration
As your adviser I declare that:
• The information contained in the Fact Find is an accurate and complete record of the information
obtained from the customer(s).
• The information contained in the Statement of Advice is an accurate and complete record of the
advice and recommendations that I gave to the customer(s).
• I have only provided advice on products on which I am authorised to advise.
• Unless disclosed in this document, these products were appropriate for the identified needs and
objectives of my customer.
• I have provided the client with a copy of:
o The current Product Disclosure Statement for each product selected by the customer(s).
o The Financial Services Guide.
• Xxxx
• I have no associations with Product Providers
• Planforit has no association with Product Providers
• I do not receive any other benefits other than that described above
• Fees and Commissions have had no bearing in me making the product recommendations
• In all cases my primary concern is for the financial well-being of my clients.

Signed ………………………………………………………….. [Adviser]

Date: ...... /

/ 20
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1 – Features and Benefits Comparison
Appendix 2 – ‘Lifetime’ Premium Comparison
Appendix 3 – Quotes
Appendix 4 – PDSs
Appendix 4 – Facts Used
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APPENDIX 1 – FEATURES AND BENEFITS COMPARISON
The following shows a comparison of the Features and Benefits of the
•

current insurance

•

what you have said you need

•

the new insurance.

It shows that:
•

The new insurance aligns more to what you need

•

The current insurance is quite deficient
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APPENDIX 2 – ‘LIFETIME’ PREMIUM COMPARISON
The following shows the premiums across a ‘Lifetime’ using Level and Stepped premiums for the current
insurance and the new insurance.
It shows that:
•

Stepped becomes extremely expensive later on

•

The current insurance is more expensive that the aqlternative (new).
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APPENDIX 3 – QUOTES
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APPENDIX 4 – PDSS
[PDSs for the specific product versions that have been recommended i.e. not the full PDSs that currently
show a range of products.]
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APPENDIX 5 – FACTS UPON WHICH THIS SOA IS BASED
[Material nformation extracted from the Fact Find and repeated here so the client can see the basis for the
advice and not have to refer to other documents]
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